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01. About Academy Transformation Trust 
Our Mission 

Transforming lives by putting education first. 

Our Vision 

Transforming Lives of Our Learners: 

We seek to ensure that all our learners receive a high-quality education from expert staff and aspire to 
achieve the best they possibly can, no matter their background or ability. Our learners have a safe, 
supportive learning environments in which they develop, grow, and challenge themselves. We are 
determined that our learners will receive the very best enrichment and opportunities to help them reach 
their full potential and ensure they are prepared for the future, wherever it might take them. 

Transforming Lives of Our Colleagues:  

Our colleagues are supported with the very best professional development through our innovative ATT 
institute, allowing them to stay focused on learning and developing as practitioners whilst they progress 
in their careers. We share the very best practice across our community of academies to help build 
systems and processes that really work. 

Transforming Lives of the Communities We Serve: 

We are committed to actively engaging with and addressing inequality in our local areas. We understand 
that every one of our academies and their diverse communities are different, so we aim to build a 
supportive, collaborative, and nurturing relationship with each whilst sharing our key values across our 
Trust. 

Our Values 

Commitment to Education 

Our core purpose is to positively impact the lives of all our learners. Education will always be at the heart 
of everything we do. 

Transparency and Integrity 

We are proud of our success whilst being open and honest about our areas for improvement. Our actions 
are always ethical and in the best interests of all our stakeholders. 

Innovation and Improvement 

We are committed to innovative education- always moving forward and never standing still. Our learners 
are ambitious and prepared for a future that is constantly changing and developing. 

Dedication to Inclusivity 

Our learners are all different and all important to us. We aspire to support, challenge, and help each one 
of them reach their full potential, regardless of their background or level of ability. 

To learn more about our story/journey, please read our ATT Magazine 
 

 

 

 

https://www.academytransformationtrust.co.uk/news-and-media/transforming-lives/
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You won’t just transform our academy. You’ll transform our students’ lives. 
 
You could wait a lifetime for an opportunity like this to appear again. Westbourne Academy has excep-
tional potential, but we need an exceptional leader to take us there. After a strong Ofsted rating in 
2019, the academy is not as strong as it once was. We need an inspiring and dedicated leader to embed 
a strong culture, improve attendance and ensure students achieve the outcomes of which they are ca-
pable. 
 
At the heart of the Academy Transformation Trust, we deliver the best possible education to young peo-
ple from relatively deprived urban backgrounds. We can boast a closely-knit, welcoming and passionate 
teaching team, students who want to make something of their lives, and a place at the very centre of 
the local community. 
In short, we’re an ambitious academy and we need an equally visionary Principal.  
 
Let us be perfectly clear: we’re not just looking for another Principal and we’re not just looking for rapid 
improvement. As our trust’s name makes clear, we want you to deliver transformation: of the way we 
teach and learn, of our extensive academic, vocational and leisure programmes, and above all of the 
way our students see themselves and their futures. 
 
Your dedication will make them realise that education is the key to success in life, and that with the 
right attitudes, skills and qualifications anyone can transcend their circumstances.  
 
In return, we offer ongoing professional development to help you become the school leader you’ve al-
ways wanted to be. By joining us you will be working alongside a committed team with expertise in 
academy improvement, who have recently lifted two academies out of category to good, four from RI to 
good and one to outstanding. 
 
What’s more, once you’ve made your mark on Westbourne Academy – we have a wealth of other acad-
emies that could benefit from your imagination and integrity as a member of the Trust’s senior manage-
ment team. 
 
If you’re a seasoned school leader with an appetite to become much, much more, this is your chance to 
shine and take us all the way to Outstanding. 
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Cat Rushton   |   Director of ATT Institute 

ATT has offered me the exciting opportunity to experience a wider scope of influence over academies, to 
collaborate with other leaders, and to work with a range of colleagues and stakeholders in various contexts. 
 

Martin Sexton   | Lead for Computer 
Science and STEM Coordinator 

Working for ATT has given me many opportunities to 
progress my career. A move from Westbourne 
Academy to Mildenhall College Academy 5 years ago 
gave me my first step up from teacher to leading 
Computer Science. I received an ATT award for STEM 
which led to me becoming the STEM coordinator. To 
help develop my career further I now lead Team 
Network Group meetings with other Computing 
teachers from across the trust. ATT has also allowed 
me to develop my skills knowledge through attending 
a range of CPD with Computing at School, Barefoot, 
and Digital Schoolhouse all of which are helping to 
develop my practice. 

 

Nicola Powling   |  Faculty Leader, 
Humanities 

Since joining Mildenhall College Academy three years 
ago, I have been well-supported in my development as 
a middle leader and with the guidance and advice of 
senior leaders in the academy I have been able to 
demonstrate significant impact on the quality of 
teaching and learning in the Humanities subjects. Last 
academic year I chaired the Eastern TNG for History, 
which has given me the opportunity to work with 
colleagues across the Trust and share best practice. 
Most recently, I have been seconded to the senior 
leadership team with a responsibility for teaching and 
learning; this is an opportunity to continue my career 
development and to gain insight and experience in 
senior leadership.       

 

Career 
Testimonials 

Donovan Stansbury   |  Teaching Assistant 

ATT has helped my career from the very beginning of my adult life. I started my career at Mildenhall College Academy on a 
Teaching Assistant Apprenticeship, provided by ATT FE. Now with my knowledge and understanding of my role I can succeed 
further with the support of ATT. I have completed my apprenticeship and now have a full-time role as Teaching Assistant at 
the academy. My next step is to start an OU degree, again something I will do with the full support of ATT.  

 

02.  
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What is our Institute? 
Our ATT Institute is the cornerstone of ATT colleague professional 
development for all roles and career stages, bringing the best 
development opportunities from accredited courses to one off 
training sessions.  All our courses are evidence-based and facilitated 
by extremely knowledgeable professionals, so we know that all our 
colleagues receive the best training available.  Our offer is designed 
and delivered by a group of expert colleagues with the needs of all 
our stakeholders in mind.  Whatever your current role and 
aspirations, there will be something in our offer to support you in 
reaching the next step of your career journey. 

 

PD Opportunities for Our Colleagues 
Our Academy Transformation Trust Institute (ATTI) has a suite of 
training opportunities and professional development pathways 
across all our directorates: Education, Finance, Governance, 
Trustees and operations. 

These are promoted internally via our dedicated SharePoint and 
directed communications, and externally via the ATTI webpage.  Our 
ATTI offer is continually evolving to meet the ever-changing 
professional development needs of our colleagues and includes a 
range of accredited courses and bespoke training opportunities. 

 

Strategic Collaboration 
Collaboration is essential to the continued improvement of our 
academies and colleagues.  We create a culture of collaboration 
through our professional networks and enable colleagues to drive 
our Trust priorities within their domains of expertise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find Out More Online: 

academytransformationtrust.co.uk/institute 

Professional Development at ATT: 

03. The ATT Institute 
ATT
Institute

Our PD Curriculum is 
delivered through 
three pillars: 
 

 

Click to Learn More 

 

 

 

 

Click to Learn More 

 

 

 

 

Click to Learn More 

 

https://www.academytransformationtrust.co.uk/institute/att-institute-welcome/
https://www.academytransformationtrust.co.uk/institute/transformational-leadership/
https://www.academytransformationtrust.co.uk/institute/transformational-teaching/
https://www.academytransformationtrust.co.uk/institute/transformational-services/
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04. Job Description  
Principal 

 
Purpose of the job  
This role takes both operational and strategic leadership of the academy. You will be supported, 
challenged and line managed by an Executive Trust Principal. 

Key Responsibilities: 

• To embrace our vision and take an active role in promoting our Trust.  
• To establish a culture that promotes excellence, equality, high expectations and aspirations of 

all students in its care. 
• To continue to develop a culture and systems which ensure that safeguarding and child 

protection are of the highest priority. 
• To embrace and effectively participate in all CSI activities and collaborative forums such as: 

Principal Communities, Leadership Communities and others. 
• Develop and update the academy Evaluation and Improvement Plan (AIP) ensuring that it is 

updated regularly throughout academic year, particularly following all CSI activities. 
• To work with other principals and the executive leadership team in developing, evolving and 

embedding all academy policies and procedures. 
• To ensure that students are offered world class 21st century learning opportunities. 
• To ensure that the vision detailed in the education brief of the academy becomes and remains 

a reality. 
• To support the development of our family of academies. 

 
The principal will build and maintain: 

Academy Culture 
• Establish and sustain the academy’s ethos and strategic direction in partnership with those re-

sponsible for governance and through consultation with the academy community. 
• Create a culture where students experience a positive and enriching academy life. 
• Uphold ambitious educational standards which prepare students from all backgrounds for their 

next phase of education and life. 
• Promote positive and respectful relationships across the academy community and a safe, or-

derly and inclusive environment. 
• Ensure a culture of high staff professionalism. 

 

Teaching 
• Establish and sustain high-quality, expert teaching across all subjects and phases, built on an ev-

idence-informed understanding of effective teaching and how students learn.  
• Ensure teaching is underpinned by high levels of subject expertise and approaches which re-

spect the distinct nature of subject disciplines or specialist domains. 
• Ensure effective use is made of formative assessment. 
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Curriculum and assessment 
• Ensure a broad, structured and coherent curriculum entitlement which sets out the knowledge, 

skills and values that will be taught.  
• Establish effective curricular leadership, developing subject leaders with high levels of relevant 

expertise with access to professional networks and communities. 
• Ensure that all students are taught to read through the provision of evidence-informed ap-

proaches to reading, particularly the use of systematic synthetic phonics in schools that teach 
early reading. 

• Ensure valid, reliable and proportionate approaches are used when assessing students’ 
knowledge and understanding of the curriculum. 
 

Behaviour 
• Establish and sustain high expectations of behaviour for all students, built upon relationships, 

rules and routines, which are understood clearly by all staff and students. 
• Ensure high standards of student behaviour and courteous conduct in accordance with the 

academy’s behaviour policy. 
• Implement consistent, fair and respectful approaches to managing behaviour. 
• Ensure that adults within the academy model and teach the behaviour of a good citizen. 

 

Additional and special educational needs and disabilities 
• Ensure the academy holds ambitious expectations for all students with additional and special 

educational needs and disabilities. 
• Establish and sustain culture and practices that enable students to access the curriculum and 

learn effectively. 
• Ensure the academy works effectively in partnership with parents, carers and professionals, to 

identify the additional needs and special educational needs and disabilities of students, provid-
ing support and adaptation where appropriate. 

• Ensure the academy fulfils its statutory duties with regard to the SEND code of practice. 
 

Professional development 
• Ensure staff have access to high-quality, sustained professional development opportunities, 

aligned to balance the priorities of whole-academy improvement, team and individual needs. 
Prioritise the professional development of staff, ensuring effective planning, delivery and evalu-
ation which is consistent with the approaches laid out in the standard for teachers’ professional 
development. 

• Ensure that professional development opportunities draw on expert provision from beyond the 
academy, as well as within it, including nationally recognised career and professional frame-
works and programmes to build capacity and support succession planning. 

 

 Organisational management 
• Ensure the protection and safety of students and staff through effective approaches to safe-

guarding, as part of the duty of care. 
• Prioritise and allocate financial resources appropriately, ensuring efficiency, effectiveness and 

probity in the use of public funds. 
• Establish and oversee systems, processes and policies that enable the academy to operate ef-

fectively/efficiently. 
• Ensure rigorous approaches to identifying, managing and mitigating risk. 
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Continuous academy improvement 
• Make use of effective and proportional processes of evaluation to identify and analyse complex 

or persistent problems and barriers which limit school effectiveness and identify priority areas 
for improvement. 

• Develop appropriate evidence-informed strategies for improvement as part of well-targeted 
plans which are realistic, timely, appropriately sequenced and suited to the school’s context. 

• Ensure careful and effective implementation of improvement strategies, which lead to sus-
tained academy improvement over time. 
 

Working in partnership 
• Forge constructive relationships beyond the academy, working in partnership with parents, car-

ers and the local community. 
• Commit their academy to work successfully with other schools and organisations in a climate of 

mutual challenge and support. 
• Establish and maintain working relationships with fellow professionals and colleagues across 

other public services to improve educational outcomes for all pupils. 
 

Governance and accountability 
• Understand and welcome the role of effective governance, upholding their obligation to give 

account and accept responsibility. 
• Understand and welcome the role of effective governance, upholding their obligation to give 

account and accept responsibility. 
• Ensure that staff know and understand their professional responsibilities and are held to ac-

count. 
• Ensure the academy effectively and efficiently operates within the required regulatory frame-

works and meets all statutory duties. 

 
 
Please note that this is illustrative of the general nature and level of responsibility of the role. It is not a 
comprehensive list of all tasks that the principal will carry out. The postholder may be required to do 
other duties appropriate to the level of the role. 
 
The job description will be reviewed regularly to ensure that it relates to the role being performed and to 
incorporate reasonable changes that have occurred over time or are being proposed. This review will be 
carried out in consultation with the post-holder before any changes are implemented.   
 

ATT is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children, young people and vulnerable 
adults and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment by observing the academy’s 
safeguarding policies and procedures. 
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05. Person Specification 
Principal 

 

 Essential Desirable 

Professional 
Qualifications 
and learning 

• Has qualified teacher status.  
• Evidence of recent and relevant 

continuing professional 
development 

• Evidence of further study in 
education 

 

• Holds NPQH 

Experience 
 
 

• Significant experience/ impact of 
senior leadership in secondary 
education as a deputy 
headteacher/vice principal 

• Substantial, successful and varied 
leadership across the secondary age 
range 
 

• Experience of headship 
 

Safeguarding 
 
 

• Displays commitment to the 
protection and safeguarding of 
children and young people 

• Has up to date knowledge and 
understanding of relevant legislation 
and guidance in relation to working 
with, and the protection of, children 
and young people 

• Will co-operate and work with 
relevant agencies to protect children 

• Holds training and qualification for 
‘designated child protection’ 

Skills 
 
 
 
 

• Effective communicator both orally 
and in writing 

• Ability to ensure communication 
matches the needs of the audience 
and situation 

• Has a proven track record of 
presenting all aspects of academy 
performance to a range of audiences 
including Governors, parents and 
wider community 

Academy 
Culture 

• Experience of strategic thinking and 
building a coherent vision  

• Demonstrates creativity, innovation 
and use of appropriate technologies  

• Has track record of improving and 
upholding ambitious educational 
standards 

 

Teaching, 
Curriculum 
and 
Assessment 

• Is an exceptional classroom 
practitioner  

• Demonstrates excellent 
understanding of the principles of 

• Experience of leading outcomes and 
or teaching and learning 
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effective teaching/ learning built on 
the latest research 

• Has excellent and current 
knowledge of secondary curriculum 
requirements 11-16 

• Has an excellent understanding of 
assessment and how it can be used 
to improve student progress 

Behaviour • Understands how to establish and 
sustain high expectations of 
behaviour for all students based on 
effective policies and processes. 

• Proven track record of improving 
behaviour, attendance and culture 

Additional and 
SEND 

• Understands the statutory duties 
with regard to the SEND code of 
practice and implications on 
teaching and support systems. 

• Experience of establishing and 
sustaining culture and practices that 
enable students with additional and 
special educational needs and 
disabilities to thrive 

Professional 
Development 

• Evidence of impact on staff 
professional development 

• Understanding of how to prioritise 
the professional development of 
staff, ensuring effective planning, 
delivery and evaluation which is 
consistent with the approaches laid 
out in the standard for teachers’ 
professional development 

• Experience of leading professional 
development across a school 

Organisational 
Development 

• Understanding/ experience of how 
to prioritise and allocate financial 
resources appropriately, ensuring 
efficiency, effectiveness and probity 
in the use of public funds 

• Experience of operating approaches 
to identifying, managing and 
mitigating risk 

Continuous 
Improvement 

• Successful experience of developing 
appropriate evidence-informed 
strategies for improvement as part 
of well-targeted plans which are 
realistic, timely, appropriately 
sequenced and suited to the 
school’s context  

• Impact of careful and effective 
implementation of improvement 
strategies, which lead to sustained 
improvement over time 

 

Working in 
Partnership 

• Experience of forging constructive 
relationships beyond a school, 
working in partnership with parents, 
carers and the local community  

• Experience of establishing and 
maintaining working relationships 
with fellow professionals and 
colleagues across other public 
services to improve educational 
outcomes for all students 

Governance 
and 
Accountability 

• Understand the role of effective 
governance, upholding your 
obligation to give account and 
accept responsibility of statutory 
responsibilities 

• Experience of working closely with a 
local governing body 
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06. How to Apply 
Principal 
  

Start Date: 

1st September 2024 

Interviews:  

23rd and 24th May 2024 

Status: 

Full time, Permanent 
 

Salary: 

Leadership pay range spinal point 28 - 34  
(£91,633 - £106,138) 

Closing Date:  

9am 17th May 2024 
 

Applying: 

Please apply by visiting our vacancy site. 

Vacancies - Academy Transformation 
Trust 

https://www.academytransformationtrust.co.uk/vacancies/
https://www.academytransformationtrust.co.uk/vacancies/
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@academytransformationtrust 

@AcademyTrust 

academytransformationtrust.co.uk  

office@attrust.org.uk 

0121 354 4000 

Unit 4, Second Floor, 

Emmanuel Court, Reddicroft, 

Sutton Coldfield, B73 6AZ 

 

 


